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Problem with the master site web
Posted by lolo247 - 2013/01/31 09:25
_____________________________________

Hello, 

When I try to toconnect  the master website. I have this error.   

Call to a member function setQuery() on a non-object in
/home/footballsuisse/football-suisse.ch/modules/mod_multisites_custom/helper.php on line 49 

But I can create slave web site and it work perfectly. 

Someone can help me? 

thanks 

Laurent

============================================================================

Re: Problem with the master site web
Posted by edwin2win - 2013/02/04 10:19
_____________________________________

Can you give the version of the Multisites Custom HTML and the JMS version. 

It seems that the Multisites custom HTML module make reference to a slave site ID that does not exists
or that the DB connection parameter for this slave site are wrong and does not allow to connect on the
DB.

============================================================================

Re:Problem with the master site web
Posted by lolo247 - 2013/02/07 13:18
_____________________________________

the jms version is  Version 1.3.0 
I have some errors in the module Multisites Custom html 

Notice: Constant MULTISITES_DIR_RIGHTS already defined in/home/footballsuisse/football-suisse.ch
/administrator/components/com_multisites/multisites.cfg.php on line 2 

Fatal error: Call to a member function setQuery() on a non-object in
/home/footballsuisse/football-suisse.ch/modules/mod_multisites_custom/elements/custommodules.php
on line 96

============================================================================
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Re:Problem with the master site web
Posted by edwin2win - 2013/02/07 13:38
_____________________________________

Can you update your JMS with the latest version (1.3.03) and tell us if you still have the same issue with
the latest version. 

Can you also precise with edition of JMS 1.3 you use (basic, medium, full) 

The fatal error on the "setQuery" is due to a reference to a slave site that does not exists anymore
(probably that you have deleted) 
So verify the parameters of the "multisites custom HTML" module and the reference to the slave site ID.
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